Let ty be an inner function in the sense of Lax; i.e., ty(ew) is almost everywhere a unitary operator on a separable Hubert space ¿€, and ty belongs weakly to the Hardy class Ü2. Inner functions arise from subspaces of H%, invariant under the right shift operator ("invariant subspaces") and from bounded operators on JÍ? in ways to be specified. We are interested in finding canonical forms for and invariants of inner functions, and where an inner function comes from an operator on Jf, in relating the invariants of the inner function to those of the operator. For basic definitions and notations consult [5, particularly Chapter VI], or [15] .
1. Eigenfunctions. We will say that an inner function ty is finite dimensional if the underlying Hilbert space JC is finite dimensional. The simplest inner functions are then finite dimensional diagonal ones; i.e., of the form
\0
" qj where the q's are inner functions in the sense of Beurling, which we will call scalar inner functions. The q's look like eigenvalues and we begin with the following definition. Definition 1.1. A scalar inner function q is an eigenfunction of an inner function ty if the set of z in the disk |z| = 1 such that ty(z)-q(z)I has a bounded inverse is at most a set of linear measure 0 on the circle {z : |z| = 1}. The set of such q's will be called the spectrum of ty.
If ty is finite dimensional this condition reduces to det (ty-ql) = 0 (where the boundary value function need vanish only almost everywhere). Since an H2 function which vanishes on a set of positive measure on the circle vanishes identically it would suffice to assume ty -ql not invertible on a set of positive measure on the circle. If 3PP is infinite dimensional the two conditions are not equivalent as will be shown later. (See the comments following Corollary 3.6.) Notice that q is determined uniquely as a point function for |z| < 1, and not just up to a scalar factor of modulus 1.
The first point to be made about eigenfunctions is that one should not expect them always to exist. For example, if JP is 2 dimensional any eigenfunction q of Presented to the Society, in part, January 24,1968 under the title 77ze eigenfunctions of certain inner functions; received by the editors August 25, 1967. 387 [January°U is a solution of g2 -(tr aU)q+det ^ = 0. For each z, g(z) is given explicitly by the formula for the solution of a quadratic, and q will be analytic for |z| < 1 if and only if all roots in the interior of the disk of the discriminant (tr <¥f -4 det °U are of even order. One can write down inner functions where this fails. For example, it is not the case for appropriate choices of A and p if we take
where qÁ(z) is the Blaschke factor (z-A)(l -Xz)~1. From a more general point of view we are looking for roots of polynomials over the ring of H °° functions, and the latter are far from being algebraically closed. However, just as selfadjoint real matrices have eigenvalues we might expect important classes of inner functions to possess eigenfunctions. The most natural questions then are which inner functions are similar to diagonal inner functions and which have eigenfunctions. We answer the first question completely (Theorem 2.5) after giving an infinite dimensional generalization (Definition 2.1) of the concept of a diagonal inner function. We answer the second questionwhen X is finite dimensional (Theorem 5.6) and are able to characterize those finite dimensional inner functions the sum of the multiplicities of whose eigenfunctions is maximal (Theorem 5.4). We also determine the spectrum of certain inner functions which arise naturally from bounded operators on X (Theorems 3.4 and 3.5), and give a simpler condition than Theorem 2.5 for these to be of scalar type (Theorem 4.3).
2. Inner functions of scalar type. Definition 2.1. An inner function <% is said to be of scalar type if there exist a Borel function/(z, </>) and a spectral measure F on the unit circle such that <V(z) = Jo f(z,j,)dE(<f), \z\Sl.
For the above integral to be defined it is sufficient that f(z, </>) be measurable in </> for fixed z. However, in order to conclude that/has some analytic structure we need the Fubini theorem and so assume joint measurability. Proposition 2.2. Let E be a spectral measure on the circle and let f(z, </>) be a Borel function such that the functions f0(z)=f(z, </>) are scalar inner functions except possibly for <f> in a set of E measure 0. Then aU(z) = \f(z, <f>) dE(</>), \z\ S I, is an inner function. Conversely, iff(z,<f>) is Borel and %(z)=¡f(z,</>) dE(<f>) is inner, there exists a Borel function g(z, </>) such that
(ii) for fixed z, g(z, <f>)=f(z, </>) except possibly for </> in a set of E measure 0; i.e., g induces the same °U, (hi) the functions g,t,(z)=g(z, </>) are scalar inner functions except possibly for </> in a set of E measure 0.
Proof. The Fubini theorem implies that J ty(eie)enie d0=O for «>0. Since f(zn, </>) converges boundedly to /(z, </>) as zn converges to z we see that ty(z) is continuous when |z| < 1. Morera's theorem and another application of the Fubini theorem imply that ty(z) is analytic for |z|<l. Since f(rew, </>) converges a.e. to f(ew, </>) for almost all <f>[E], ty(z) must be the analytic extension to the disk of ty(eie). Conversely if ty(z) = j" /(z, </>) dE(</>) is inner the Fubini theorem implies that $f(eie, </>)enW dd=0forn>0 for almost all </>[E]. Since ty*(z) = ¡f(ëe, </>) dE(</>) we must have \f(eie, </>){ = I a.e. in 6 for almost all <f> [E] . We then, following a suggestion of the referee's, define g(z, </>) to be the analytic extension to the disk off(eie, </>). Since g(z,<t-) = ±-.\ t^-dl., |z|<l g is jointly measurable and by the above induces an inner function with the same boundary values as ty. If ty is of scalar type clearly ty(z)ty(w)= ty(w)ty(z) for |z|, \w\Sl. We now prove the converse. Lemma 2.3. Let ty be an inner function such that ty(eie)ty(e"")= ty(ei,")ty(ew) for almost all 6, $. Then the Fourier coefficients of ty are a commuting family of normal operators.
Proof. Let ^(z) = 2"=0 Tnzn. Then Fn = (l/27r) ff ty(ew)e-"ie dd, where we can take the integrals in the weak sense. One easily checks that for all x, ye Jt (TnTmx, v) = ¿ J]WW) ty(ete)x, y)e-»<*e-">i° d</> dd, which implies TnTm = TmTn. We also have (TnT*x,y) = -^ [[(ty(ei"')ty(ée)*x, y)enK°-'»} d</> d6, (T*Tnx,y) = ¿ ¡¡(ty(eie)*^(ei4)x,y)eniie-^d</>dd.
These are equal since ty(eie)*ty(eii')ty(ew)ty(eie)* = ty(ew)*ty(ew)ty(e^)ty(eie)*.
If one assumes the equivalence in a separable Hubert space of the weak integral and various more direct approaches to integration, a perhaps more illuminating proof of the lemma results from the observations : (i) a finite linear combination of commuting normal operators is normal ;
(ii) the integral for FB is the limit in norm of finite linear combinations of the %(ée)"s. 3. Operators and inner functions. We next show that there is a reasonably large supply of inner functions of scalar type. If F is a bounded operator on the underlying Hubert space, ||F|| < 1, there are at least two natural ways of associating to T an inner function. One, due to Rota [13] and Lowdenslager, assigns to T any inner function tftT corresponding to the invariant subspace of H%. which is the orthogonal complement in H%, of all elements of the form
where ee/ (the underlying Hubert space). The other, due to Potapov [12, p. 145] , involves the explicit formula -TT(z) = (l-T*Trll%z-T*)(l-zT)-l(l-TT*rm.
It is known [15] that if F is normal, a Rota inner function is given by tyT(z) = (z -T*)(I-zT) ~1 and, of course, ^ reduces to this when F is normal. Obviously suppig! |z-<7(z)| = 2 is equivalent to the existence of 6 such that q(eie)= -eie, which is to say that -q has a fixed point on |z| = 1. It follows from the Lefschetz fixed point theorem [11, p. 157 ] that if q has degree =£ 1 (i.e., if ^(z) has more than one zero inside the disk) then q has a fixed point on the circle. An analytic proof can be given as follows. Define g(6) = argq(e")-(d + 2n).
Then g(0) < 0 and g(2w)^ 0 if q has more than one zero. Clearly g(9) = 0 is equivalent toq(eie) = eu.
The geometrical nature of the fact that sup \z-q(z)\ = 2 emerged during a conversation with Mr. Michael Behrens, for which observation the author would like to express his thanks to Mr. Behrens.
We observe that one can have aqA e a{f~T) for a ^ 1. For example, if F has spectrum {A : | A| S 1/2} and we put q(z) = az, then by (*)
|A(Z)l = ^gjf^i|i-4
Thus if |1 -ot| S 1, q e o{VT). This phenomenon depends only on the geometry of <r(F), and mostly on the distance from a point p e a(T*) to p(T*). (ii) aqß ^o(iÇ) if\l -a\ \p\>y and |1-a| |1-p\ >2y.
Proof. Let q = qu and let A be the function (*) corresponding to aq. Then by (*) (r-\p\)(l-\p\r) _ l-2\p\r + r2 8Kh
By elementary calculus g has no relative extreme points for 0 < r < 1. We note that |g(0)| = \p\ and g(l) = (l-\p\)/2 from which (ii) follows. In particular, the conclusion holds if F is selfadjoint (Theorem 3.3) or if X is finite dimensional.
A few general remarks seem appropriate here. Had we defined o(%) by the requirement that al¿(em)-q(ew)I not be invertible on a set of positive measure on the circle we would get the same finite dimensional theory, although Theorems 3.3 to 3.6 would fail using this definition, as we now show. If F has real spectrum then (see Theorem 3.3)
If we take g(z)=z2 then X(eie) is real and it is easy to see that |A(ef9)| S I -« on a set of positive measure, and also | A(eie)| i 1 -e on a set of positive measure. Thus for appropriate selfadjoint F we would have z2 £ o("F~T) if we used the weakened definition. Another possible definition of o(<W), and a natural one considering that <?/(z ) is completely determined by %(eie), is to require that %(eie)-q(eie)I be invertible almost nowhere on the circle, with nothing said about the situation inside the disk. We do not know if this definition is equivalent. If F is selfadjoint, then <t(*t) = {qÁ : X £ o(T)} using this last definition, which we now prove. We observe that 1-zg(z) is bounded and (as observed to the author by Helson) has positive real part and is therefore outer [8, p. 76] . Thus A(z) e H2, and since it has real boundary values it must be constant. Thus Theorem 3.3 would remain true using the weakened definition. Whether or not Theorem 3.4 would remain true is open.
Another definition of the spectrum of an inner function °U is the set of all complex numbers A such that (i) ^(X) is not invertible if |A| < 1, or (ii) °l¿(z) cannot be continued analytically past Ä if |A| = 1. This set is known to be the spectrum of the restriction to X of the adjoint S* of the right shift operator S acting in H%>, where X is the complement in H2^ of %H%. (This characterization is due to Lax and Phillips [10] for |A|<1 and to Helson, Srinivasan and Wang [5, p. 74] , in the general case.) It is clear that if W has a scalar inner function q in its spectrum and q(Xx)=q(X2)= ■ ■ ■ =0, then A\, A2,... are in the spectrum of W in Helson's sense. To illustrate the difference: if Jf is 2 dimensional and we let *(*) = z(í3¿)7 and ^z)=(o £zi)
then the scalar spectrum of both °U and "F~ is {0, %}, whereas in our sense % has spectrum q(z) = z(z -\)(l-%z)~1 and 'f has spectrum qx(z) = z and q2(z) = (z-i)(l-iz)"1. Thus the spectrum in our sense can be both more delicate, as in the example, and less delicate, as when it is empty. A range function ß is a mapping from the unit circle to closed subspaces of ¿P. ß is said to be analytic if there is a denumerable family {F,} of elements of H%, such that ß(eix) is a.e. the closed span of the vectors {F,(elx)}. In this case it is known that we can find an at most denumerable family {E,)<^H%, such that {E,(eix)} is a.e. an orthonormal basis for f(eix). The number of F's is then the dimension of ß. In particular, if ß is analytic, the dimension of ß(ex) is a.e. constant. The following should then be clear. Theorem 5.6 . (i) If ty has point spectrum qx, q2,... whose eigenvectors span 3tP a.e., then ty = "T^V* where S¿¡ is the infinite matrix diag (qx, q2,... ) and y is inner.
(ii) Ifty has eigenvectors Eu E2,... then ty = 'f2'V*, where 3) is diagonal when restricted to the subspaces spanned by the eigenvectors.
Finally, we note that while it is possible to construct N dimensional inner functions whose eigenfunctions have total multiplicities equal to any integer between 1 and A-2, the following result, especially useful when N=2, is valid. Proof. Let Jt¡ = {F e H%, : (WjF=qjF}. Then J(x ® ■ ■ ■ © J(k is pointwise invariant under the normal operator °U(ew), for almost all 6. Thus for almost all 9, the one dimensional perpendicular complement in X is invariant, and therefore an eigenvector with pointwise eigenvalue q(ew). Thus q is an eigenfunction and it follows from Theorem 5.1 that we can choose the pointwise eigenvectors so as to define an element of H%>. We conclude by mentioning some new problems. An invariant subspace determines an inner function only up to a constant inner factor on the right [5, p. 64] , and since the class of all inner functions of the form Si^l^Si*, where *€, 3s are constant inner functions, is the same as the class of all inner functions of the form fyQi, the following concept is natural. Definition 5.8. Inner functions <%, "F* are equivalent if there exist constant inner functions <€, 3> such that <}ll=(6ir®.
The basic question is, when are °U and "F~ equivalent. None of the concepts formulated in this paper seem to help. ^ can have eigenfunctions, but not y ^ can be of scalar type, but not Y".
